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JOHANNESBURG--( BUSINESS WIRE )-- Springbok Casino  is pleased to announce the
launch of Alien Wins, the latest slot on offer at South Africa’s favourite place to play! Blasting off
in the form of a 5x3, 9-payline slot, Alien Wins has some out-of-this-world features to boost your
chances of landing an astronomical win! 

 Look out for the various extra-terrestrial symbols, but most importantly, the wild Spaceship
symbol. When it lands on reels 2, 3 and 4, the Spaceship expands to fill the whole reel and
awards a re-spin. Any additional Wild landing during the re-spin also expands and re-spins, and
all Wilds are awarded a random multiplier of x2, x3, x5 or x8, increasing your chances for stellar
wins. 

 The Bursting Wild can also be triggered at random, adding between 1 and 3 extra Wilds on
reels 2, 3 and 4! 

 The game also includes a player-activated feature, Cosmic Spins, allowing users to guarantee
a Wild will appear for a cost. This feature guarantees 1 Wild for 10x your bet, or 2 Wilds for 95x
your bet and remains active until the player deactivates the feature. 

Daniel Van Wyke, Springbok Casino Manager, said: “Reach for the stars with the latest
game to hit our lobby, Alien Wins. There are some interstellar features included with a
maximum win of 50,000x your bet on offer, so blast off today with Springbok Casino!” 

 Alien Wins lands in the casino lobby  on February 1st and will be available via Download, Inst
ant Play
and Mobile casino at the home of slots in South Africa, Springbok Casino. 
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https://www.businesswire.com/
https://www.springbokcasino.co.za/
https://www.springbokcasino.co.za/game-previews
https://lobby.springbokcasino.co.za:2572/lobby?skinId=2&amp;springbok=2
https://lobby.springbokcasino.co.za:2572/lobby?skinId=2&amp;springbok=2
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Read more https://news.google.com/__i/rss/rd/articles/CBMidGh0dHBzOi8vd3d3LmJ1c2luZX
Nzd2lyZS5jb20vbmV3cy9ob21lLzIwMjMwMTA1MDA1NDYwL2VuL0JsYXN0LU9mZi1UaGlzLU
ZlYnJ1YXJ5LVdpdGgtQWxpZW4tV2lucy1hdC1TcHJpbmdib2stQ2FzaW5v0gEA?oc=5
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